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Meridian Compensation Partners, LLC  
Expands New York City Presence with New Office Location 

 
 
NEW YORK CITY, NY – May 7, 2019 – Meridian Compensation Partners LLC, a leading provider of 
executive compensation and corporate governance consulting to over 600 major publicly traded and 
privately held corporations, opened a new office location in New York City at 275 Madison Avenue. With 
this office opening, Meridian is responding to the growing demand on the east coast for high-quality 
executive compensation advisory services. 
 
"The decision to expand our presence in New York City was a logical next step in our business," said 
Michael Powers, Managing Partner. "We see great opportunities and potential in this highly-dynamic 
market. We have scaled based on the demand we have experienced and we will continue to grow our 
presence based on the future demand we expect in this market.” 
 
Marc Ullman leads the New York office. As a Meridian Partner, Marc brings over 25 years of executive 
compensation consulting experience and many long-standing client relationships. Marc and the NY 
consulting team consult in various industries, including aerospace and defense, consumer products, 
financial services, insurance, manufacturing, media, REITs, retail and technology. “This is an exciting time 
for Meridian and our clients,” says Ullman, "Our expanded presence in New York City and the Northeast 
gives us the scale needed to provide the level of client service we offer to our growing client base. It’s 
gratifying to build capacity as we have over the last few years, and this office opening clearly 
demonstrates that.” 
 
“Marc is a dynamic leader who has been instrumental in building our current presence in New York City 
and will continue to drive that growth,” says Managing Partner Jim Wolf, “He embodies Meridian’s core 
belief to provide the most effective solutions and independent advice in executive compensation and 
corporate governance consulting.” 
 
Meridian’s New York and other U.S. and Canadian offices help clients navigate through challenging 
topics and initiatives that shape today’s corporate board agendas. Through experience, knowledge, 
independent thinking, and trusted advice, Meridian helps board members make informed business 
judgements on executive pay and governance matters. 
 
The new office is located at 275 Madison Avenue, 32nd Floor, New York, NY 10016. 

 
About Meridian Compensation Partners  
Meridian Compensation Partners, LLC is a leader in charting the course for executive compensation and 

corporate governance success. With over 80 associates in ten offices in the U.S. and Canada, Meridian 

provides top management, boards and compensation committees at public and private corporations with 

core services that include board level advisory services, compensation program design, research and 

competitive market intelligence on executive pay and governance matters. They serve companies across 

all industries, and have particular expertise in industry sectors with unique labor markets, business 

metrics, and compensation practices.   

 


